The Quest Australian Equities Concentrated Portfolio is a
Separately Managed Account (SMA), actively managed by
Quest Asset Partners Pty Limited. Our objective is to
outperform the S&P/ASX300 Accumulation Index. SMA’s
are professionally managed portfolios that allow the
investor to retain beneficial ownership of underlying
securities while maximising transactional visibility.

Gains for the fourth month in a row in the Australian market with the
benchmark adding 1.3%. Telcos were the best sector as Telstra
actually rose by 8% this month however the long term chart is still a
shocker. Industrials were solid leading into reporting season while
Banks lifted 2% despite the worst press in a decade and Consumer
Discretionary and Healthcare each added 2%. Only Utilities were
down as AGL Energy fell 2%.
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Most global markets were improved with the Dow Jones up 4.7%,
S&P 500 up 3.6%, NASDAQ up 2.1% and Japan up 1.1%. It was a
good month for volatile Emerging Markets with Argentina regaining
previous losses up 14% and Brazil up nearly 12%.
Our portfolio lagged in July but remains well ahead of the
benchmark in all other periods as shown below.
Quest out performance is 5.4% over 1 year pre fees and maintains
our since inception out performance at 4.4% ahead of the market
per annum since inception in 2005. The compounding affect means
$1,000 invested with Quest since inception is now worth $3,410
after fees compared to an index return of $2,680. Quest portfolio
returns have been above 15% per annum after fees for 4 of the last
6 years.
Stocks in this report include Evolution Mining, Orocobre, iSelect,
Janus Henderson, Macquarie Group, Oneview, Tabcorp,
Updater, Vista Group and Woodside.
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The Quest portfolio returned 0.9% in July with notables including
Janus Henderson up 4.8%, Vista Group up another 9.6%,
Alacer Gold up 14.6% and Commonwealth Bank up 2.6%
Orocobre fell 10.6% while Oneview fell an astonishing 28% on
no news or volume. We await this result with a lot of interest.
James Hardie was down 5% but has recovered in August.
In July we saw a lot of activity in Evolution Mining. Evolution has
been a terrific stock for us but our price target of $3.40 was met in
July and exceeded. We sold our holding which was bought for as
little as $1.80 in 2017. Evolution is one of three very well
managed mid-tier Aussie gold stocks that bought mines from
large global players some years ago when global miners were
stressed vendors. This management team have proven to be very
effective managers of mineral assets focussed on return and cash
flow.
Only weeks after our exit, the gold price fell and a major
shareholder sold down at a much lower $2.84 so we bought most
of our position back. Cheeky stuff but buy/sells like this do not
happen often.
There has been no further development in iSelect where a
competitor has purchased 19.6% of the company. We await the
already guided result due mid-August. The synergies in back
office operations and advertising are very significant should a
merger occur.
Tabcorp was added to the portfolio in July. We are attracted to
the infrastructure-like properties of the lotteries business which
has a monopoly position following the recent banning of
‘synthetic’ lottery websites. The wagering business has been
facing aggressive competition from online bookmakers but new
state-based ‘point of consumption’ taxes will help level the
playing field for competitors. The result could be complex post
the merger with Tatts but we anticipate this is understood and in
the price. We rate Tabcorp as a “B” grade in the Quest Q stocks
process and see valuation upside with a 4.5% dividend yield to
boot.
Portfolio positions were increased in James Hardie, “ReloTech”
Updater and insurer IAG. Some profits were taken in Woodside
Petroleum and Lendlease.
Lendlease has risen more than 15% in the last three months and
29% this year. They broke through $20 for the first time in July;
our original holding was bought for circa $7 back in 2009. It is
ironic that Lendlease has done so well now that housing prices
are easing. The threat of a housing decline has been cited for two
years as the reason that Lendlease was fully valued at $16!

The Quest Ex-20 portfolio is now open for investment for both
sophisticated and retail investors. This portfolio is perfect for
those that wish to increase exposure to mid and small stocks, or
if you already own large stocks and are looking for exposure to
some lesser known interesting stocks to augment returns.
The portfolio is currently running at 6.4% ahead of the benchmark
over 1 year to June 2018 with a return of 22.3% pre fees. Best
performers this year have been Updater, Pushpay, Bingo and
Bravura. Ring Troy for details on 9409 2303.

Our new super concentrated portfolio had a return of 7.7% at end
of June after initiating 3.5 months ago. This is a highly
concentrated best ideas portfolio using the same Quest process.
Ring Chris for details on 9409 2301.

Australia’s population is expected to hit 25 million at 11pm on 7th August.
The ABS population clock tells us that the population increases by 1
every 87 seconds so 2 have arrived while this is written. Natural increase
makes up only 38% of growth while immigration is 62%. While the identity
of this person will never be known, a statistician has suggested that a
Chinese female is the most likely!

The Quest team invest to make an above average return. It is not
to beat an index. We research investments and invest based on
our assessed valuation.
A Quest portfolio includes known names such as Woodside
Petroleum and industrials such as Lendlease. We also look to
add value outside of the major stocks, recent examples being
Viralytics, Updater, Orocobre and Bingo Industries. The portfolio
typically carries a number of mid and smaller cap stocks where
we believe our experience gives us an advantage.

Phone 02 9409 2300 for Michael, 9409 2301 for Chris and
9409 2303 for Troy.
Suite 8.07, 6A Glen St, Milsons Point NSW 2061

quest@questap.com.au www.questap.com.au

Disclaimer
This report has been prepared by Quest Asset Partners Pty Limited, AFSL 279207 (wholesale), ABN 47 109 448 802. It should be regarded as general information only rather than
advice. It has been prepared without taking into account any person’s objectives, financial situation or needs. Whilst Quest has used its best endeavours to ensure the information within
this document is accurate it cannot be relied upon in any way and recipients must make their own enquiries concerning the accuracy of the information within. Past performance is not a
reliable indicator of future performance. All performance figures are based on the JBWere Multi-Asset platform seed portfolio. Performance can vary by platform and client due to
mandate restrictions and other constraints. Before making any financial investment decisions we recommend recipients obtain legal and taxation advice appropriate to their particular
needs. Investment in a Quest Asset Partners Separately Managed Account can only be made on completion of all the required documentation. As Quest hold a wholesale AFS licence,
this report should not be passed on to any retail client.
The Lonsec Rating (assigned September 2017) presented in this document is published by Lonsec Research Pty Ltd ABN 11 151 658 561 AFSL 421 445. The Rating is limited to
“General Advice” (as defined in the Corporations Act 2001 (Cth)) and based solely on consideration of the investment merits of the financial product(s). Past performance information is
for illustrative purposes only and is not indicative of future performance. It is not a recommendation to purchase, sell or hold Quest Asset Partners Pty Limited product(s), and you should
seek independent financial advice before investing in this product(s). The Rating is subject to change without notice and Lonsec assumes no obligation to update the relevant
document(s) following publication. Lonsec receives a fee from the Fund Manager for researching the product(s) using comprehensive and objective criteria.
For further information regarding Lonsec’s Ratings methodology, please refer to our website at: http://www.lonsecresearch.com.au/research-solutions/our-ratings

